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Recommendations of the Interministerial Working Group on Adaptation to Climate Change of the German Federal Government

The Interministerial Working Group on Adaptation to Climate Change (IMA Anpassung) of the German Federal Government is headed by the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety (BMUB).

The Federal Foreign Office (AA),
the Federal Chancellery (BK),
the Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF),
the Federal Ministry of the Interior (BMI),
the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (BMAS),
the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF),
the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL),
the Federal Ministry of Defence (BMVg),
the Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth (BMFSFJ),
the Federal Ministry of Health (BMG),
the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI),
the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi)
and the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ)
are represented in the IMA Anpassung.

The German Environment Agency (UBA) is the permanent presiding senior authority.
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1 Introduction

Climate change impacts many areas of society, industry and the environment. Climate impact and vulnerability assessments are used to identify the nature of its impact and those systems that are particularly vulnerable.

These guidelines of the Interministerial Working Group on Adaptation to Climate Change of the German Federal Government (IMA Adaptation) provide methodological recommendations for the execution of climate impact and vulnerability assessments at regional and national level and refer to further materials and information.

They are intended to support the methodical preparatory work and planning and design. The aim is to develop comparable research results of sectoral\(^1\) and cross-sectoral climate impact and vulnerability assessments at federal and state (Land) level. It should also be emphasised that the recommendations in these guidelines are intended to serve as a point of reference and the implementation of the recommendations need to consider practical realities and the resources available. Thus, climate impact and vulnerability assessments can be performed at different degrees of detail depending on the initial state.

The guidelines are aimed at federal and state (Land) authorities. It is also aimed at federal and state (Land) funding agencies, research institutes and advisory bodies working on climate impacts and vulnerability at regional and national level as well as other interested parties both in Germany and abroad. The guidelines are aimed at professionals and assume that the readers have certain prior knowledge on climate change and vulnerability.

---

1 The term “sector” as used in these guidelines is synonymous with “action fields” as defined in the German Adaptation Strategy.

2 “Operationalisation” is understood as a “process in which theoretical concepts are defined for descriptive purposes in a way that the facts to which the theoretical concepts refer can be empirically observed and measured” (Nohlen 2005).
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The recommendations in these guidelines represent the current state of the art. The progress report on the German Adaptation Strategy stipulated that federal-level vulnerability assessments be carried out every five to seven years (German Federal Government 2015). The aim is to develop these guidelines at a pace which keeps abreast of this process. The next vulnerability assessment shall be completed in 2021.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING TOPICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creating a framework for climate impact and vulnerability assessments</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involving experts from responsible institutions</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning climate impact or vulnerability assessments</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenarios for climate stimuli, spatial exposure and sensitivity</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing impact chains</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operationalising climate impacts</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating and aggregating climate impacts</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive capacity and vulnerability</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenting and recording climate impact and vulnerability assessments</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 Creating a framework for climate impact and vulnerability assessments

Vulnerability to climate change describes the degree to which a system – an ecosystem, an economic system or a social system – is endangered by climate changes. Knowledge of vulnerability is an important prerequisite for tackling the impacts of climate change: it is necessary for assessing the need and urgency of adaptation measures, planning actions and providing the resources needed. Vulnerability and climate impact assessments are therefore important prerequisites for the development of adaptation strategies: they identify which regions or sectors are particularly affected by climate change and where there is a particular need to adapt.

2.1 Objectives and extent of climate impact and vulnerability assessments

Vulnerability and climate impact assessments enable the science-based identification of vulnerability or degree of threat due to climate change. The aim is to recognise the need for action and prioritise options for action. However, prioritisation is usually not easy. First, scientists cannot solely perform the number of normative steps for vulnerability and climate impact assessments. Second, there are also other aspects and processes besides the vulnerability of a system to climate change; some of these decision makers may consider more important, more urgent or more certain, and they may ultimately influence adaptation actions. In practice, the estimation of vulnerability serves different explicit and implicit purposes and a complete vulnerability assessment is neither necessary nor possible or desired for all of them:

1. Generating **knowledge** to understand the impacts of climate change and develop approaches for options for action
2. Creating **awareness** of the consequences of climate change and the need for adaptation to generate (political) pressure
3. Identifying the **key aspects** of climate impacts/vulnerability in order to prioritise needs for action and justify certain actions
4. Improving **cooperation** between stakeholders to prepare for better coordinated (cross-sectoral) actions.

These purposes can be further subdivided, depending on the target group and their ideas.

Vulnerability and climate impact assessments include different parts with different relevance for certain purposes. Climate impact and vulnerability assessments not only include decisions that can be justified objectively, but also those that need to be made on a normative, value-based basis. A complete vulnerability assessment can be divided into four parts where the normative aspects of the assessment are developed to varying degrees (see also Figure 1). It also includes a climate impact assessment that comprises the assessment of the results from climate and climate impact research and a climate impact evaluation. In the following, the concept of vulnerability assessment will be used as an umbrella term for climate impact and vulnerability assessment:

1. **Climate and climate impact research**: assessment of climate trend and the impacts of climate events and changes to socioeconomic or biophysical systems using climate impact models, proxy indicators and expert interviews.
2. **Climate impact evaluation**: Selection and evaluation of the results from climate impact research with regard to their significance to the system considered relevant and affected.
3. **Adaptive capacity evaluation**: estimation of adaptive capacity, i.e. the options of a system to adapt to climate change using additional measures in future.

---

3 Vulnerability is the term established by IPCC in 2004/2007 and it has been used in Germany to date for the assessment of threat to systems by climate change. The term "risk" has been used in hazard and threat assessments in disaster prevention and in industry; it has also been increasingly used in climate change assessments since the IPCC 2014. The term "climate risks" is also common.

4 This means with regard to Chapter 3 that climate impact assessment ends after Section 3.2.3. The subsequent evaluation of adaptive capacity and vulnerability goes beyond it.
These parts build on each other and complement each other as for instance climate impact evaluation and adaptive capacity evaluation do. Chapter 3 presents the step-by-step workflow of a vulnerability assessment. A vulnerability assessment can be carried out for single action fields or sectors. If several action fields are assessed comparatively, one normally speaks of a cross-sectoral assessment.

The parts of a vulnerability assessment satisfy the above-mentioned purposes to different degrees depending on their extent. Depending on the purpose, therefore, a complete vulnerability assessment need not be carried out, but the investigation can be terminated by climate impact assessment:

- **Climate and climate impact research** generates knowledge and identifies options for action. As the work of IPCC has shown, it is also suitable to create awareness of the need for adaptation and thus generate pressure to act.

- **A climate impact evaluation** can strengthen this. In addition, it enables identification of key issues and the need for action if the adaptive capacity of the affected systems is similar or is not relevant to decision making.

- **The evaluation of adaptive capacity** also widens our knowledge about interlinkages. It can improve the options for action and adjust them to the adaptation needs or identify key issues for external support. Since the methods of assessment and evaluation of the adaptive capacity are complex, the results are better the more concrete the measure and the reason for action are.  

- **A vulnerability evaluation** combines the evaluation of the need for action and adaptation needs, and thus can show where systems are particularly affected and require special support in the process of adaptation. In this way, it helps identify key issues.

- **A cross-sectoral assessment** will usually not be as detailed in the individual action fields as a sectoral investigation, but it can create knowledge about interlinkages, synergies and conflicts. This enables comparisons to be made which can help create awareness of the problem's complexity and, ultimately, identify cross-sectoral key issues. In addition, cross-sectoral analyses serve to manage and improve cooperation between stakeholders and a mutual learning from each other.

The more intensively the stakeholders, who decide about the implementation of climate adaptation measures, are already involved in the assessment and evaluation, the more likely they are to address the identified climate impacts and transform the need for action into specific measures. Involving decision makers in integrative or cross-sectoral considerations is helpful in the weighing of options for action. Vulnerability assessment thus serves to develop adaptation measures.
2.2 Vulnerability concepts

The term “vulnerability” is used frequently and with different meanings. The understanding of the term vulnerability in these guidelines is based on the vulnerability concept of IPCC 2007 and is compatible with the risk concept of IPCC 2014 (see explanation for both approaches and a further development in Annex 1).

The concept of vulnerability used here largely corresponds to the methodology used in the Vulnerability Network, which is in agreement with the IMA Adaptation. It was further developed in accordance with scientific progress in order to take explicit account of the spatial structures that are important for certain climate impacts.

The individual elements can be defined as follows:

- **Climate stimuli** are described by climate parameters that are relevant for a climate impact such as temperature, precipitation, wind, etc.
- **Sensitivity** (susceptibility or fragility) describes the extent to which a system (e.g. economic sector, population group, ecosystem) reacts to climate stimuli given the properties of the system.
- **Spatial exposure** describes the presence of a system potentially affected by climate stimuli in an investigation area (e.g. types of land use).
- **Climate impact** describes the observed or potential impact of the climate stimuli on the system taking into account the corresponding sensitivity and spatial exposure.
- **Adaptive capacity** comprises the possibilities for a system to adapt to climate change in the future through additional measures and to reduce potential losses or exploit opportunities.
- **Vulnerability** results from a climate impact on a system and its adaptive capacity.

It is important to systematically consider the time-related reference for all future-oriented concepts. All external parameters such as the climate and socio-economic characteristics of the system (e.g. population composition or land use) change over time. A particular challenge is that a system’s potential for change is influenced by many factors that go beyond technical and financial possibilities and whose development and significance for the sensitivity of the system are difficult to estimate. These include, for example, the processes that lead to decision making, the ability to adapt to new circumstances, or the awareness that adaptive action is necessary. Thus, the potential

---

6 The IPCC 2007 uses the term “exposure” for this purpose and the IPCC 2014 uses the term “hazard”.

7 The IPCC 2014 uses the term “exposure” for this purpose. Spatial exposure was an aspect of sensitivity in the IPCC 2007.

8 The IPCC 2014 terminology uses the term “risk without (additional) adaptation” instead of climate impact.

9 When using the IPCC 2014 terminology this equals to “risk with (additional) adaptation”.

---

Figure 2: Concept of vulnerability in the guidelines

![Concept of vulnerability in the guidelines](Image)

Own source, German Environment Agency 2017
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for change, particularly the adaptive capacity, can at best be defined vaguely due to the methodological complexity and the necessary normative decisions. Unfortunately, the available concepts of vulnerability do not provide any information how the function between vulnerability components is structured. In simple terms, the following calculation can be made:

A climate impact results from climate stimuli, sensitivity and spatial exposure. Vulnerability results from the (potential) climate impact reduced by the adaptive capacity.

2.3 Interactions between technical analysis and normative evaluation

Vulnerability is not an absolute value and therefore cannot be directly measured. A vulnerability assessment aims to help identify potential climate impacts on a system and to flesh out its possibilities to deal with or prepare for these climate impacts. Physical, economic and social factors play a role, but not all of these can be quantified. In addition, vulnerability can never be fully and finally investigated. Predictions of future developments with regard to climate or social and technical aspects, for example, are too uncertain for this purpose. Furthermore, the more complex the considered system, the greater the uncertainties caused by the large number of factors that determine the climate impacts on a system and its adaptive capacity.

The assessment and evaluation of climate impacts and vulnerability is always also a normative process.\(^\text{10}\) Normative, i.e. value-based decisions are necessary where justifications based in expertise reach their limits. The decisions that must be made within the scope of such an assessment – both technical and normative – include these examples:

- Delineating the system in question: which region, which sectors or systems should be considered? How are they defined?
- Selecting the climate models and scenarios, and socio-economic scenarios
- Selecting the climate model ensemble
- Selecting the considered climate impact
- Selecting the operationalisation for individual climate impacts and adaptive capacity
- Selecting the involved experts etc.

Evaluations in particular require normative decisions, for example when evaluating vulnerability based on the results obtained for climate impacts and adaptive capacity. There is no general rule about how such results must be merged into a vulnerability value. According to the experience of the Vulnerability Network, there are no objectively verifiable criteria for many climate impacts such as threshold values or the like which enable a technically objective evaluation. In these cases, it is necessary to define own evaluation criteria which can be oriented towards specifications such as legislation, bases for planning or administrative decisions.

It is therefore important to make a clear distinction for the interpretation of the results: On the one hand, there are normative decisions and evaluations, i.e. at the level of values. On the other hand, there is the technical level which comprises scientifically determinable facts and technical decisions. The results of an analysis can be understood by external observers only through a transparent documentation of all normative processes.

\(^{10}\) In contrast to descriptive statements that can be verified objectively, normative statements are based on value judgments. These value judgments are usually preceded by a (qualitative) weighting process, which leads to fundamentally accepted norms, i.e. values and standards. These norms can be established by a group of legitimised stakeholders (based on their expert knowledge or a political mandate), such as laws, technical rules, or can be experience anchored in a society or an expert group. The latter implies that these norms are not objectively traceable in detail.
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Quality features
The purpose of an investigation (see Section 2.1) should be clearly defined, not least because a vulnerability assessment always takes place in the context of existing experiences and current knowledge: the evaluation of a climate impact, sensitivity or adaptive capacity is based on the experiences and knowledge of the evaluators, and these can change over time. Thus, a single extreme event can lead to a different evaluation of the related climate impacts. Therefore, complete documentation of all evaluations and their justification is important.

In order to produce reliable results which will be used as bases for decisions, the following aspects should be considered:

1. Legitimacy and representativeness of the stakeholders for the normative decisions.
2. Transparency and comprehensibility of the procedure through
   a. clear separation of the technical and value levels, i.e. distinction between technical results and normative decisions,
   b. consistent and comparable methodology across all investigated climate impacts and action fields.
3. Reliability of the results by taking into account ranges and specifying levels of confidence.
4. Target group-oriented presentation and communication of the results.

**EXAMPLE: Cooperation in the Vulnerability Network**

The Vulnerability Network combines the technical and methodology expertise of various departments and disciplines at federal level. Creating a common working basis, which includes a generally accepted terminology and a common understanding of “vulnerability” as well as the components of the concept, was crucial for the joint assessment of Germany’s vulnerability to climate change.

As a rule, the collaboration between the network partners, i.e. the representatives of the authorities, and the scientific consortium was organised in such a way that the bases for decision making and assessment steps were prepared by the consortium and then agreed with the network partners. Subsequently, the consortium carried out further assessments and compiled the results. The authorities involved made normative decisions, for example, by selecting the investigation objects and evaluating the results. They also contributed data, model results and expert knowledge to the assessment.

This working procedure required constant and continuous communication within the Network, which was actively promoted and organised by the consortium. Table 1 provides an overview of the decisions and evaluations made during the assessment and indicates the stakeholders involved. For some steps, additional scientific experts were involved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision-making steps</th>
<th>Stakeholders involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Establishing the impact chains</td>
<td>Network partners/Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Selecting the relevant climate impacts</td>
<td>Network partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Specifying the sensitivities for each climate impact</td>
<td>Experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Operationalising the climate impacts (impact models, indicators, expert surveys)</td>
<td>Consortium/Network partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Evaluating the climate impacts</td>
<td>Network partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Evaluating the confidence</td>
<td>Network partners/Experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Evaluating the time needed for adaptation in order to derive action needs for the Adaptation Action Plan</td>
<td>Network partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Evaluating the sectoral adaptive capacity</td>
<td>Experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Calculating the sectoral degree of threat</td>
<td>Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Deriving the vulnerability (calculation rule)</td>
<td>Consortium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Decision steps in the Vulnerability Network

Own source, German Environment Agency 2017
Particularly when a climate impact or vulnerability assessment is used for preparing political decisions, normative decisions and evaluations should be made by a legitimate body, i.e. by mandating responsible authorities or their representatives through the Ministries. This significantly increases the acceptance of the results.

Due to the methodological complexity of a vulnerability assessment, sufficient time should be devoted to developing a common understanding and language. The interplay between technical analysis and normative evaluation makes it necessary to divide work between the working level, e.g. a (commissioned) team of scientists or experts from specialist authorities and the decision-making level, e.g. an inter-ministerial working group or mandated authorities. Accordingly, a good collaboration and division of labour between science and practice or policy makers is an important basis for a successful vulnerability assessment. The working and decision-making levels should be set up in such a way as to reflect the technical breadth of the assessment; in addition, it may be necessary to consult additional experts.

**KEY RECOMMENDATIONS:**

Creating a framework for climate impact and vulnerability assessments

1. Climate impact and vulnerability assessments may fulfil different explicit and implicit purposes such as generating knowledge, creating awareness, identifying the key aspects of climate impacts/vulnerability, or improving cooperation between stakeholders.


3. A complete vulnerability assessment requires the assessment of the climate stimuli on the system as well as the spatial exposure and the sensitivity of the system and the evaluation of the adaptive capacity.

4. The assessment and evaluation of vulnerability always includes normative, i.e. value-based processes. Normative decisions must be taken where technical analysis reaches its limits. Clearly distinguishing the value level from the technical level is important for the interpretation of the results. The legitimacy and representativeness of the decision makers involved increase the confidence in the results. The procedure should also be transparent and traceable. The reliability of the results can be increased by taking into account ranges and specifying levels of confidence.

5. Due to their methodological complexity, sufficient time should be dedicated to vulnerability assessments in order to develop a common understanding as well as a common language among the stakeholders involved.

6. The stakeholders who subsequently decide on the implementation of the results should be involved in the assessment so that they can translate the identified action needs into concrete measures.
3 Recommendations for carrying out climate impact and vulnerability assessments

3.1 Working step 1: Plan and prepare the assessment

The type of assessment to be carried out and the steps required must be defined depending on the issue to be investigated. The following should be considered as early as the planning of an assessment:

▸ what is the purpose of the assessment,
▸ what knowledge and which results are needed for this purpose,
▸ what data and results are already available,
▸ who is legitimised to make normative evaluations,
▸ which political stakeholders can promote the acceptance and use of the results,
▸ which experts from responsible institutions should represent the decision-making level and
▸ who are the target audience of the results.

Specifications regarding methodology and participating stakeholders should be made based on these considerations. It should also be decided whether it makes sense to carry out a complete vulnerability assessment or whether the climate impact evaluation provides all the information required for the purpose of the investigation.

3.1.1 Involving experts from responsible institutions

If possible, a network of experts from responsible institutions should be involved at the working level and most importantly at decision-making level of vulnerability and climate impact assessments because

▸ Value decisions (see Section 2.3) must be made and
▸ Participation implies that decision makers identify better with the assessment and derive actions.

EXAMPLE: Preparing and planning a vulnerability assessment according to the Vulnerability Sourcebook

The Vulnerability Sourcebook (Fritzsche et al. 2014) is aimed at practitioners at the interface between technical development cooperation and adaptation to climate change. It serves the practical implementation of the NAPA process (National Adaptation Programmes of Action). It explains step by step how to plan and perform a vulnerability assessment and builds on the experiences and methodological considerations of the Vulnerability Network. For example, the following aspects should be considered when preparing a vulnerability assessment:

1. Understanding the context of the vulnerability assessment.
2. Identifying objectives and expected outcomes.
3. Determining the scope and the methods of the vulnerability assessment.
4. Preparing an implementation plan that defines specific tasks, responsibilities and time planning and takes into account the available resources.

For further explanation of these aspects and further steps see: Fritzsche et al. (2014): The Vulnerability Sourcebook, Bonn, p. 40 et seqq.
Experts from responsible institutions are usually representatives of authorities or ministries. They act as the decision-making level for normative decisions and provide technical support to the working level.

There should be a transparent division of tasks for the cooperation between the working level and the decision-making level: decision-making bases and assessment steps should be prepared by the working level. The participating experts from authorities or ministries should contribute data, model results and expert knowledge to the assessment. It is the task of the working level to carry out the analysis and to assess the results scientifically. The decision-making level decides on the basic approach and evaluates the results normatively following the assessment, performs a quality control and, if necessary, involves further external competences.

This working method requires constant and continuous communication, for example through regular meetings to agree on key assessment steps and results, to provide human resources and, where appropriate, political support. In addition to discussions regarding content, workshops with additional experts can be organised in order to activate further know-how for the assessment. It is also possible to organise the participation process more scientifically and to strengthen the overall expertise by involving a larger number of scientists who contribute current research results.

**Multi-level cooperation**

If desired, subordinate or superordinate levels can also be involved. For assessments at the federal level it is recommended to involve the states (Länder) at an early stage through the Standing Committee for the Adaptation to Climate Change Impacts (AFK) and to inform them about the activities. Vulnerability assessments at state (Länder) level should at least inform the communal level. The acceptance of the results by the general public can also be strengthened by involving civil society stakeholders in the assessment.

### KEY RECOMMENDATIONS: Involving experts from responsible institutions

1. Climate impacts and vulnerabilities should be assessed and evaluated together with a group of representatives from authorities or ministries. Their expertise should cover the scope of the investigation and, if possible, they should be authorised for normative decisions, for example by being delegated from their responsible ministries. For majority decisions, a transparent mode should be devised in advance to account for the distribution of the participants among the action fields investigated.

2. All normative processes should be decided by the decision makers and must be documented transparently.

3. Good cooperation and division of labour between the working level and the decision-making level is essential. The working level should prepare the basis for decision making and prepare and carry out the assessment. The decision-making level has the responsibility to decide on the basic approach and take normative decisions. In addition, additional experts should be involved as required.

4. Collaboration requires sufficient resources from all involved stakeholders.
3.1.2 Specifying the methodological framework and key terms

The concept of vulnerability and the key terms must be specified at the beginning of a vulnerability assessment. This will ensure that they are applicable to the issues in the assessment and the participants share a common understanding. The definitions of the terms of the Vulnerability Network (see example) can be used here.

The initial IPCC concept of vulnerability did not establish a time reference. However, since this is essential for implementing the concept, the Vulnerability Network defined the elements of vulnerability as follows (also see Figure 3):

**Climate stimuli** are described by the climate variables relevant for a climate impact such as temperature, precipitation, wind etc. There is a distinction between climate in the reference period ($t_0$) and possible future climates ($t_{>0}$). The change between $t_0$ and $t_{>0}$ describes climate changes such as rising temperatures, changes in precipitation or changes in weather extremes.

**Sensitivity** describes the extent to which a system (e.g. industrial sector, population group or ecosystem) reacts to climate stimuli. This is influenced by the spatial exposure of potentially affected systems** as well as socio-economic, biophysical and other factors. Distinction should be made between the climate sensitivity of the system “human – environment” in the reference period and the changed sensitivity of a future system against a future climate.

**A climate impact** describes in period $t_0$ the (potential) impact of the climate in the reference period on the system in the reference period taking into account the corresponding sensitivity. At time $t_{>0}$, it describes the potential impact of the future climate on a future system taking into account the future sensitivity. The potential impact of climate change and other processes of change can be seen from the delta of climate impacts between $t_0$ and $t_{>0}$.

**Adaptive capacity** is the ability of a system to adapt to climate change in future and to reduce future potential damage. It includes avoidance, mitigation or protection measures that go beyond those which already exist. Adaptation measures taken in the past such as the establishment of an irrigation system to protect against climatic drought are not part of adaptive capacity but are included in the evaluation of sensitivity.

**Vulnerability** results from the climate impact on a system and its adaptive capacity. The Vulnerability Network only considered the vulnerability for individual sectors: their vulnerability results from their degree of threat by various climate impacts reduced by sectoral adaptive capacity. Vulnerability, like adaptive capacity, can only be determined for the future.

---

**EXAMPLE: Definition of terms in the Vulnerability Network**

The Vulnerability Network has developed an approach that allows clear conclusions with regard to time. It is particularly important in this context that time and space of the sensitivity and climate impact be assigned consistently with the time and area of the assessment. Adaptive capacity and thus vulnerability can only be investigated for the future. If the approach of the network, which is based on IPCC 2007, is transferred to the further development of the vulnerability concept described above, adaptive capacity has to be investigated separately for single future periods of time. In addition, a distinction is made between sensitivity and

---

* In the context of the Vulnerability Network analyses and also in the final report (adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015a), the term “climate signal” was used for climate stimuli. It is advisable not to use this term in this context in future because it has a different meaning in climatological usage.

** Spatial exposure was part of sensitivity within the scope of the Vulnerability Network analysis. Taking into account the changes in the IPCC report 2014, the guidelines identify it as an independent element of vulnerability (see Figure 2 and Annex 1).
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Spatial exposure (see Figure 3). It is not yet clear in the current scientific discussion whether the coping capacity, i.e. the ability of a system to respond to threats in the short term, is a part of the sensitivity or the adaptive capacity of the system or if it is autonomous. Therefore, it will not yet be considered explicitly here.

**Specification of investigation periods**

Since individual climate parameters show great variability on a decadal scale, climate projections should in principle be assessed for a longer period (cf. Linke et al. 2015). Periods considered for possible climate changes should, as a rule, be at least 30 years, i.e. the length of climatological normals defined by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) (Trewin 2007).

It is advisable to consider at least three periods: a reference period of the recent past (e.g. WMO reference period 1961–1990 or 1971–2000 if more favourable for meteorological reasons), a near (2021–2050 or 2031–2060) and a distant future (2071–2100). In addition, it may be useful to include the present (e.g. the 1981–2010 climatological normal) to assess the impact of climate variability and climate extremes on the system's status quo. The near future (the next 15 to 30 years) is often more essential for policy decisions than the distant future until 2100 which is often used in climate assessments. However, the distant future is essential for single sectors and systems like forest ecosystems that need a very long time to adapt. If vulnerability analyses are repeated or updated at a later stage, the same period should be used as a reference period while present and near future should be moved by ten years, e.g. the 1981–2010 period to 1991–2020.

More information on how to specify investigation periods can be found in the Leitlinien des Bund-Länder-Fachgesprächs “Interpretation regionaler Klimamodell-daten” (Linke et al. 2015, pp. 9 et seqq., in German).
Instead of a future-oriented vulnerability assessment, one can also focus on the existing climate variability and the resulting hazard and compare it to the current coping capacity. For this purpose, it should be clarified beforehand what coping capacity, present sensitivity and future effective adaptive capacity cover to make this approach compatible with the approach presented here.

**Specifying the area of investigation and spatial resolution**

The area investigated depends on the purpose and objective of the investigation. Spatial resolution of the assessment also depends on this, but it is also influenced by available data, in particular climate and socio-economic scenarios (see Section 3.1.3). Grids, natural areas or administrative units usually serve as spatial resolution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY RECOMMENDATIONS: Planning climate impact or vulnerability assessments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The purpose of climate impact or vulnerability assessment must be taken into account when designing and selecting the methods because the desired result and possible evaluation schemes depend on it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. There are several concepts of vulnerability. When starting a climate impact or vulnerability assessment, it must be decided which concept to follow. It is recommended to use the further developed concept of vulnerability for the time being (see Figure 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. At the beginning of the assessment the key terms climate stimuli, sensitivity, spatial exposure, climate impact, adaptive capacity and vulnerability must be defined as unambiguously as possible to be able to apply them for empiric research. Based on the definitions of the Vulnerability Network, it is recommended to ensure consistent time and spatial points of reference. Climate stimuli should primarily be operationalised using climate parameters while sensitivity should map non-climate variables, including socio-economic factors. Spatial exposure indicates the presence of systems that are affected by climate stimuli. Adaptive capacity should be estimated in terms of its time-related effectiveness and clearly distinguished from sensitivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Finally, the area of investigation, spatial resolution and the periods of investigation should be specified with a view to the aim of assessment. The 1961–1990 or 1971–2000 reference period is recommended. An outlook for the near future (i.e. 2021–2050 or 2031–2060) is appropriate for policy recommendations. The distant future (2071–2100) should also be included for long-term developments and planning. Optionally, present (1981–2010) can be considered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3.1.3 Specifying scenarios for climate stimuli, spatial exposure and sensitivity**

Determination of climate stimuli, spatial exposure and sensitivity requires climate and possibly biophysical and socio-economic data for the periods of investigation. Comparing the reference period to present or future can then show potential changes. Measured data from past and present are often available. However, the description of future climate stimuli, spatial exposure and sensitivities should be based on scenarios or projections, provided that they are available or can be determined. Priority should be given to those climate, spatial or sensitivity parameters that are relevant to the observed or projected climate impacts.

**Climate projections**

Future climate is usually investigated by a model chain comprising first an emission or concentration scenario, second a global climate model and third at least one regional climate model. Currently, the generally acknowledged state of the art is to work with what is referred to as an ensemble of climate projections. They are based on different combinations of global and regional climate models and help describe the range of uncertainties in the anticipated climate changes.
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More information about the use of ensembles for climate projections can be found in the Leitlinien des Bund-Länder-Fachgesprächs “Interpretation regionaler Klimamodelldaten” (Linke et al. 2015, p. 12 et seqq. in German).

Before a decision is taken, it should be checked what conditions the climate projections must satisfy to meet the requirements of the selected climate parameters and climate impact models. Time series e. g. for hydrological modelling that include consistent parameters such as daily temperature and precipitation values are necessary. However, they are not easy to provide because of bias minimisation\(^1\) often needed for climate projections and the ensemble approach. In any case, the model ensemble should cover the entire area of investigation and consist of a sufficient number of model runs in order to assess climate variability and be based on a previously specified emission or concentration scenario.

\(^1\) Systematic deviations of the individual climate models from observed data about the recent climate are referred to as “bias”. Bias minimisation means the adaptation of the simulated data set to the observed data which is aimed at reducing deviation. See Linke et al. 2015, p. 24.

If ensemble approaches are insufficient for the object of investigation, at least two different climate projections should be used to represent a range of future alternatives. If data from other climate projections are available for certain climate impacts, they should be classified into the existing ensemble for better comparability.

EXAMPLE: Climate projections used in the Vulnerability Network

A climate projection ensemble with 17 ensemble members was used for the analysis of the Vulnerability Network. The ensemble was based on the emission scenario A1B of the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2000, for further explanations see www.dwd.de/klimaatlas). Climate projections usually provide daily values. With the exception of wind data, the German Meteorological Service regionalised climate projections using a uniform spatial grid with a 5-by-5-kilometre resolution and performed bias minimisation. Imbery et al. (2013) describe the methods used. Assessments of extreme wind speeds are available in a 25-by-25-kilometre spatial resolution. Percentile values were given in order to illustrate the range of model results. The percentiles can be interpreted as follows (German Federal Government 2011):

- 15th percentile: 85 percent of projections project higher, and 15 percent project the displayed or lower rates of change (usually referred to as weak change in the project context).
- 85th percentile: 85 percent of the ensemble project the displayed or lower rates of change, and 15 percent project higher rates of change (usually referred to as strong change in the project context).

The range between the selected lower and upper bounds thus comprises a 70-percent probability of occurrence with respect to the ensemble considered. (Note: The terms “probability” and “quantile” used here are based solely on the climate projection ensemble used. This ensemble represents only a part of potential future climate options so that the presented results are not statistical probabilities of occurrence in a narrower sense.)

Some climate data from the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK) were applied. In these cases, the 95th percentile was used for a strong change and the 5th percentile for a weak change. (For details see adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015a.) Where existing model results were used, deviating climate projections were also included. Care was taken that the assumptions of model calculations were similar to those of the project. A wet and a dry scenario were generally calculated for precipitation-driven models.
ReKliEs – research project on regional climate projections
In the ReKliEs-De project (Regional Climate Projections Ensemble for Germany), the IPCC concentration scenarios are currently being systematically evaluated for Germany (including catchment areas draining toward Germany) and completed by selected additional simulations (using both dynamic and statistical methods). The aim of the project is to provide reliable information on the ranges and extremes of future climate development in Germany. Other project objectives are the estimation of the necessary minimum ensemble size to generate reliable conclusions and investigate systematic differences between the results of statistical and dynamic regional climate models. 
http://reklies.hlnug.de/startseite.html (in German)

Sensitivity scenarios and scenarios for spatial exposure
Sensitivity and spatial exposure also should, where possible, be based on scenarios that are consistent with climate projections in terms of time. Some of the socio-economic or biophysical parameters such as population or tree species composition can be quantitatively projected for near future (up to 2030). Since spatial exposure is closely linked to the development of (socio-economic) sensitivity, joint sensitivity and spatial scenarios should be developed. Existing uncertainties can be taken into account by using at least two sensitivity and spatial scenarios. Spatial exposure was part of sensitivity in the vulnerability assessment of the Vulnerability Network. Moreover, most sensitivities

EXAMPLE: Sensitivity scenarios used in the Vulnerability Network

The Vulnerability Network specified two different development paths with a growth and a stagnation scenario for near future, which – like climate projections – covered the range of possible developments also with regard to socio-economic development. Two scenarios of the PANTA RHEI REGIO model provided the basics. PANTA RHEI REGIO models demographic developments and land use at a district level. The results were used to model land-use changes on a grid-cell basis with a resolution of one hectare using LAND USE SCANNER:

For the growth scenario, the results of the subproject “Land Use Scenarios” of the CC-LandStraD project (Federal Institute for Research on Building, Urban Affairs and Spatial Development 2012) were available for 2030 and were used by the Vulnerability Network. CC-LandStraD was funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF).

For the stagnation scenario, the 2030 projections were recalculated by the Federal Institute for Research on Building, Urban Affairs and Spatial Development (based on Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Development 2011 and Distelkamp et al. 2011).

Table 2:
Parameters and statistical values of socio-economic development for land use scenarios (2009 to 2030)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Growth scenario</th>
<th>Stagnation scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual external migration balance</td>
<td>+150,000</td>
<td>+70,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(long-term, projected target figures)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual gross domestic product</td>
<td>+1.1 percent average per year</td>
<td>+0.58 percent average per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(long-term, projected target figures)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population development 2009 to 2030</td>
<td>-3.92 percent (-0.19 percent average per year)</td>
<td>-7.56 percent (-0.37 percent average per year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute population 2030</td>
<td>78,68 million</td>
<td>75,67 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute number of households 2030</td>
<td>41,3 million</td>
<td>40,3 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily land take 2009 to 2030 (nationwide, conversion of undeveloped into developed areas)</td>
<td>59.0 hectares average per year</td>
<td>49.3 hectares average per year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015a, p. 98
Recommendations for carrying out guidelines for climate impact and vulnerability assessments which change over time are of socio-economic character. The Vulnerability Network thus only considered socio-economic sensitivity scenarios.

The Vulnerability Network primarily used forecasts or projections for population development and land use in near future (see example). Projections for distant future and other socio-economic parameters were often lacking; these should, however, be developed in future.

Scenario combinations
Climate projections and scenarios for sensitivity and spatial exposure must be combined for the assessment of climate impacts.

Scenario combinations should be used to show the range of possible developments of climate impacts. These should cover the spectrum of the combination of climate and socio-economic change. It is therefore worth considering cross-combining socio-economic and climate scenarios (strong-weak and vice versa), in order, for example, to identify whether climate impacts are driven more by climate or socio-economic change.

---

**EXAMPLE: Combining scenarios in the Vulnerability Network**

The Vulnerability Network investigated two scenario combinations for the near future to assess the range of future climate and socio-economic developments:

- **Strong change:** The 85th percentile of the German Weather Service (DWD) climate model ensemble results (which is based on the SRES-A1B emissions scenario) was generally used for climate projections. This was combined with the scenario of relatively strong socio-economic development, including an average annual economic growth of 1.1 percent, an average daily land take of 59 hectares, and a population decline to 78.68 million inhabitants by 2030.

- **Weak change:** The 15th percentile of the DWD climate model ensemble results was generally used for climate projections. Compared to the strong change scenario, the socio-economic scenario used for this combination is based on a lower annual economic growth (0.58 percent on average), a lower daily land take (49.3 hectares), and a stronger decrease in population to 75.67 million by 2030.

There are no socio-economic scenarios for the distant future (2071–2100) due to lack of data, which means that no scenario combinations could be created. Therefore, the estimation of climate impacts for the distant future was based on qualitative expert projections in combination with climate model results (15th and 85th percentile from the climate model ensemble of the DWD). These expert projections were integrated into the consolidated qualitative evaluations using verbal description for climate impacts in the distant future. For details see the Vulnerability Network’s final report (adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015a) (in German).
3.2 Working step 2: Step-by-step execution of the climate impact and vulnerability assessment

3.2.1 Developing impact chains

In order to assess the cause-effect interlinkage between climate stimuli and possible climate impacts, it is recommended to create so-called impact chains for each action field (see example in Figure 4 as well as the exemplary explanation of cause-effect interlinkages in an impact chain in Annex 2, see Section 6.2).\(^{12}\) Impact chains help understand, systematise and prioritise which factors influence the impacts of climate extremes and climate change on a system. Both direct climate impacts on biophysical and socio-economic (sectoral) systems and indirect climate impacts can be considered. For example, direct biophysical impacts include the development of floods as a result of heavy precipitation in certain catchment areas. Socio-economic impacts include for instance heat stress on human health. Indirect climate impacts include the impacts of changes in flood frequencies on sensitive systems such as humans or material goods. The impact chains clarify which climate parameters influence which possible climate impacts and therefore provide the basic framework for the vulnerability assessment. In addition, they serve as an important communication tool that helps stakeholders involved agree on what needs to be assessed and which climate and socio-economic or biophysical parameters play a role. This makes it easier to derive targeted adaptation measures following the vulnerability assessment.

Impact chains can also help assess the interrelationships between the different action fields. For example, the graphic representation can depict such interlinkages through different colours assigned to each action field. This provides a clear visualisation of when similar climate impacts are important for several action fields, or when a climate impact in one action field triggers a climate impact in another action field. This is highly significant for cross-sectoral assessments.

\(^{12}\) Impact chains for 13 further action fields of the German Adaptation Strategy are presented for the national level at www.umweltbundesamt.de/sites/default/files/medien/380/dokumente/klimawirkungsketten_umweltbundesamt_2016.pdf (in German).
Figure 4: Example of an impact chain for the action field “building industry” (See explanation in Annex 2)
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- **Climate stimuli**
  - Sea-level:
    - Mean high water and mean low water for the North Sea and mean sea level for the North Sea and the Baltic Sea
  - Extreme events:
    - Heavy rain
    - Storm
    - Hail
  - Precipitation:
    - Groundwater level

- **Direct climate impacts**
  - Mass movements:
    - Flooding (all types)

- **Climate impacts**
  - Interrelationship with: coastal and marine protection, fisheries

- **Damage to buildings and infrastructure from high temperatures**
  - Interrelationship with: coastal and marine protection, fisheries

- **Damage to buildings and infrastructure from mass movements**
  - Interrelationship with: coastal and marine protection, fisheries

- **Damage to buildings and infrastructure from hail**
  - Interrelationship with: coastal and marine protection, fisheries
  - Depends on: water

- **Damage to buildings and infrastructure from river flooding and flash floods**
  - Interrelationship with: coastal and marine protection, fisheries
  - Depends on: water and soil

- **Damage to buildings and infrastructure from changes in soil and groundwater level**
  - Interrelationship with: coastal and marine protection, fisheries
  - Depends on: water and soil

- **Construction periods**

- **Urban climate and air quality**
  - Interrelationship with: transport, trade and industry, human health

- **Indoor climate and cooling**
  - Interrelationship with: energy, trade and industry, human health

- **Heating demand**

- **Building industry**
  - Influences: transport, human health

- **Urban environmental quality**
  - Depends on: spatial planning
  - Influences: transport, human health

- **Building functionality**
  - Depends on: spatial planning
  - Influences: human health
  - Interrelationship with: energy, trade and industry, human health

Source: adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015a, p. 420
Selecting climate impacts
It is recommended to first develop simple impact chains for all climate impacts at the working level, together with the involved experts from responsible institutions. These should be based on existing (literature) knowledge. This should be done regardless whether these impacts can be represented with models, indicators or expert knowledge. If more possible climate change impacts were identified than can be investigated within the framework of the assessment, the decision-making level needs to subsequently select the climate impacts that appear particularly relevant for the respective assessment and its purpose. The advantage of this approach is that technical and regional or local conditions can be taken into consideration, which ultimately increases the acceptance of the assessment results. The more concrete the purpose has been defined, the more clearly the selection criteria can be identified.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS:
Developing impact chains

1. It is recommended to describe climate impacts by means of impact chains, which represent the interlinkages between climate stimuli, spatial exposure, sensitivity and climate impact. Impact chains can help select climate impacts as well as appropriate assessment and evaluation methods and assess interrelationships between sectors.
2. Working and decision-making levels should agree on the impact chains.
3. If necessary, those climate impacts should be selected that are of primary relevance for the investigation area. The selection criteria should be based on the aim of the assessment and may include the social, economic, ecological, cultural and territorial significance of climate impacts for the respective investigation area.

3.2.2 Operationalising selected sectoral climate impacts

Operationalisation paths for climate impacts
In order to operationalise the selected climate impacts relevant indicators should be discussed in expert workshops. In cooperation with the participating experts from responsible institutions, possibilities for operationalising individual climate impacts should be identified and selected to create the basis for further evaluation steps. This is particularly recommended when experts from responsible institutions have a specific technical or spatial relation to the selected climate impacts and/or when they hold adequate data that is necessary for the operationalisation. However, the procedure of collecting indicators should be similar for the entire model area.

Furthermore, it is recommended to use clearly defined indicators for climate impacts. These can be quantitative (such as potential flooding areas as an indicator for the climate impact flooding), but also semi-quantitative or qualitative (for example, an estimation of energy availability). The selection of indicators should be pragmatic, as it is impossible for vulnerability assessments to accurately investigate all climate impacts and their interlinkages in detail. While a higher number of indicators would make the investigation broadly more detailed, it can also increase error susceptibility and lower transparency. Consequently, only those indicators should be selected that lead to a clear increase in information.

The procedure for the evaluation of climate impacts should follow the same methodology for both reference period ($t_0$) and (near) future ($t > 0$) if the results are to be compared. In addition to the conditions of the system at a given time, the change between the periods should also be considered. This is because the rate and speed at which the system conditions change between the reference period and the near future also enable initial estimations for the distant future. This is however only possible if no threshold values and tipping points are exceeded and nonlinear processes need not be taken into account. It is necessary to estimate the distant future in a simplified manner if it cannot be assessed due to the lack of qualitative and quantitative sensitivity or spatial scenarios.
There are three basic methodological approaches (operationalisation methods) for the assessment of future climate impacts:

1. **Impact models**
   If impact models are available that represent the complex and often nonlinear interlinkages between climate parameters and sensitivity parameters the results of these models should be applied. For example, the Vulnerability Network used a model for estimating the climate impact “soil water content” based on the Soil Information System of the Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources (FISBo BGR) to calculate the effective water balance of the main vegetation period. When using models it is important to check the underlying assumptions and to verify whether they are consistent with the basic assumptions of the assessment regarding the time-related and spatial structures as well as the climate and socio-economic scenarios used.

2. **Use of proxy indicators**
   If there are no suitable impact models, climate impacts should be parameterised using plausible data. This should be based on proxy indicators specified by experts for the core elements climate stimuli, spatial exposure and sensitivity. This means that one or more climate parameters as well as parameters for spatial exposure and sensitivity are used and combined for each climate impact. The selection of the proxy indicators depends among others on the spatial resolution. For example, the Vulnerability Network’s assessment for the climate impact “effect on the sewer system and wastewater treatment plants” combined the proxy indicators heavy rain and degree of soil sealing. In order to combine the information on climate stimuli, spatial exposure and sensitivity and thereby harmonise the dimensions and scales of all parameters, it is recommended to normalise all values on a dimensionless scale of 0–1. If available, one can rely on agreed or technically justified thresholds for this purpose. Should there be none available, a so-called “min-max normalisation” can be applied. In this case, the smallest value across all periods considered is set to “0”, while the largest value is set to “1”. If climate impacts are normalised this way, it must be clearly communicated that they do not contain information on the strength of the climate impact nor as to when a climate impact is critical. This type of normalisation does not necessarily imply that the extreme values of the scale indicate optimal or critical conditions. The next step combines the normalised values of climate parameters, indicators of spatial exposure and sensitivity for each spatial unit. The values were multiplied in the Vulnerability Network. In principle, however, other procedures are also possible (e.g. the geometric mean). This results in a climate impact scale of 0–1, which helps map the spatial and time-related patterns and changes.

   Normalisation is also important when different climate impacts are to be aggregated (see below) or combined with values for adaptive capacity into a vulnerability value.

3. **Expert knowledge**
   If causal relations cannot be fully or only partially quantified through the two approaches mentioned above, the strength of climate impacts can be evaluated using expert surveys. For example, the Vulnerability Network applied this method for estimating the climate impact “management of dams”. The survey of relevant experts can be used to localise their knowledge about climate impacts in the investigation area and to translate it into suitable scales (e.g. from one to five). Survey guidelines should be developed which separately address the elements of climate impact, spatial exposure and sensitivity and cover the investigation periods used. The aim should also be to involve a sufficiently large and representative number of experts with a suitable technical background.

These recommendations on operationalisation should help create a comprehensive, preferably quantitative conclusion on climate impacts and enable the comparison of different indicators. If the assessment pursues a different goal and aims for instance to identify single “hot spots” or detailed causal interlinkages, an alternative approach can be used: In these cases it is appropriate to first conduct expert surveys on all climate impacts but to quantify only those where more precise conclusions are needed. In particular at the local level, this procedure, which is predominantly based on expert surveys, can be more effective.

---

13 **So-called proxy data is used to investigate a situation, a phenomenon or a condition for which there is no direct information (EEA 2015).**

14 **An example for such survey guidelines can be found in the Annex of the Vulnerability Network’s final report (adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015b, p. 17 et seqq., in German).**
Verifying data availability
Data is the central issue of many quantitative assessments. Their availability or non-availability can be a limiting factor. Therefore, the following points should be considered:

▸ Nation- or state-wide data are necessary if the aim is to obtain comparable results for different climate impacts for the whole investigation area.

▸ For spatially specific results, data should be available at a uniform reference level (for example, districts) or able to be aggregated accordingly. Grid data (for example, climate data) can be applied to administrative spatial units. Vice versa, data for spatial units can also be converted into grid data.

▸ The data should be available at least for the reference period and the near future and ideally for the present and the distant future, should these be considered.

▸ If data gaps are identified at an early stage, it can be decided whether climate impacts can be quantified or should be estimated using qualitative surveys.

▸ The effort of the investigation work for the measurement of climate impacts depends more on the choice of indicators than on the chosen operationalisation method. Both the assessment in itself and interpreting the results are time-consuming.

Estimating the level of confidence
Both calculated results and those obtained from expert surveys are subject to uncertainties. It is recommended to estimate the confidence of the results of the climate impacts in order to facilitate the interpretation of the results. This should be done separately for the calculated climate impacts (operationalised via models or proxy indicators) and climate impacts operationalised via surveys. Sources for the uncertainty of calculated climate impacts can be found in the models and scenarios used, the data and the specification of the selected indicators themselves. The confidence of the survey results can be obtained from the level of certainty of the experts in their opinions and the consensus between the experts – similar to the “confidence scale” concept of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Mastrandrea et al. 2010).

EXAMPLE: Factsheets for Vulnerability Network indicators
The Vulnerability Network has compiled factsheets for the indicators used. Each factsheet contains a description of the indicator, including their sources. See Annex 7 of the final report for a list of indicators (adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015b, pp. 47–152, in German).
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EXAMPLE:
Assessing the level of confidence for survey results in the Vulnerability Network

The experts were asked to estimate how certain they were in their statements about a climate impact. Their data were subsequently averaged. Thus, when one expert confirmed he was certain while yet another expert was uncertain, the value ‘medium’ was obtained for the experts’ certainty. If this was not possible, the next worst value was adopted. The value of the experts’ consensus is based on the following two criteria:

1. Are the experts’ evaluations no more than one stage apart on the rating scale?
2. Is the tendency of the changes from $t_0$ to $t_1$ (weak change) and from $t_1$ (weak change) to $t_1$ (strong change) the same?

If both criteria apply, the consensus is high. If only one applies, the consensus is medium; if none of the criteria holds, it is low. Thus the level of confidence for the expert surveys can be given in five steps according to the following scheme (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consensus of experts</th>
<th>Certainty of experts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Level of confidence assessment scheme

Source: adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015a, p. 59

Accordingly, it is recommended to evaluate the level of confidence for each indicator and each climate impact at least on a scale ranging from “low” to “medium” to “high”, or better still on a five-stage scale. A verbal conclusion should be drawn for climate impacts which have been investigated using several indicators. Since the confidence assessment is in part subjective, it should be performed by the experts involved and experts from responsible institutions according to their technical competence.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS: Operationalising climate impacts

1. Clearly defined indicators are recommended to describe climate impacts. The indicators can be quantitative, semi-quantitative or qualitative.
2. For the operationalisation of selected climate impacts, relevant indicators and operationalisation options should be identified and specified together with participating experts from responsible institutions.
3. Depending on the objective of the assessment, quantitative or qualitative methods can be used. Quantitative methods such as impact models and proxy indicators are objectively traceable and enable spatially detailed results. Qualitative methods, on the other hand, are independent of data availability and summarise knowledge and experience of the surveyed experts.
4. Climate impacts should be assessed using the same methodology for the reference period, the present and the (near) future to produce comparable results.
5. It is recommended to request data from relevant authorities or research institutes at an early stage since time (and personnel) expenditure required to compile the requested data is sometimes very high.
6. It is recommended to estimate the confidence of the results for climate impacts in order to facilitate interpretation.
3.2.3 Evaluating and aggregating climate impacts

Evaluation approaches

It is important to clearly distinguish between the evaluation of the results and the technical analysis. The strength of a potential climate impact cannot be equated with its significance. While even small changes can be of great significance in some systems – for example certain ecosystems – other climate impacts that may be stronger can be more easily compensated.

The criteria and the scheme of the evaluation depend on the assessment’s objective. If the aim is to prioritise the allocation of resources (including support for research) for climate change adaptation over the long-term, across large areas and taking into account the interlinkages among climate impacts, climate impacts or action fields should be considered in an integrated way. Such an integrated evaluation can take place in various approaches:

1. Quantitatively using climate-specific benchmarks (threshold values),
2. Quantitatively using common reference quantities, for example through normalisation or monetarisation,
3. Qualitatively by experts based on comprehensive evaluation criteria, developed in agreement with the decision-making level.

Determining evaluation criteria that are climate-impact specific and comprehensive usually represents a challenge. In order to merge single evaluations, one also needs a measure for the weighting of these evaluations.

Specific thresholds for determining when a climate impact becomes critical are difficult to establish (see Section 3.2.2), and (so far) many climate impacts cannot be quantified anyway. Therefore, a qualitative comprehensive evaluation often is the only way to draw comparative conclusions. Even if climate impacts can be calculated using models or proxy indicators, uniform quantitative evaluation criteria such as monetarisation are difficult to apply to all climate impacts. A whole

EXAMPLE: Operationalising climate impacts in the Vulnerability Network:
Damage to buildings and infrastructure caused by heavy rain/flash floods

Figure 5 on page 29 shows patterns of potential damage to buildings caused by flash floods. The following key findings can be summarised:

- Damage to buildings and infrastructure caused by flash floods is influenced by heavy rain events in combination with the slope of terrain. The sensitivity is particularly influenced by the condition of the potentially endangered buildings and infrastructure.

- In the Vulnerability Network damage to buildings and infrastructure caused by flash floods was operationalised based on proxy indicators. To assess the climate stimuli the number of heavy rain days (days with more than 20 millimetres of precipitation) and relief energy (slope standard deviation) were used as proxy indicators. Their relative and absolute values were connected additively. Sensitivity was approximated via residential areas (built-up, industrial and commercial areas) and population data. The proxy indicators for climate stimuli and sensitivity were linked with each other multiplicatively to create one combined indicator.

- Particularly severe threats resulting from the impacts of climate change are evident in large cities and districts with high settlement and population density at the edge of the Alps (Munich, Rosenheim district), at the edge of Siegerland and Sauerland (Essen, Bergisches Städtedreieck) and in Stuttgart, Berlin and Hamburg due to their sensitivity (high absolute and relative values for residential areas). In the near future and under conditions of strong change an increase of heavy rain days leads to a very strong increase of impacts in the Black Forest and a to strong increase in the Erzgebirge, Siegerland and Sauerland and at the edge of the Alps.

- Available data at district and non-district municipality level enable drawing conclusions at medium to high confidence about threats to residential areas caused by flash floods. A limitation is that sinks where water can accumulate cannot be mapped and the condition of buildings cannot be taken into account.

- Particularly severe threats resulting from the impacts of climate change are evident in large cities and districts with high settlement and population density at the edge of the Alps (Munich, Rosenheim district), at the edge of Siegerland and Sauerland (Essen, Bergisches Städtedreieck) and in Stuttgart, Berlin and Hamburg due to their sensitivity (high absolute and relative values for residential areas). In the near future and under conditions of strong change an increase of heavy rain days leads to a very strong increase of impacts in the Black Forest and a to strong increase in the Erzgebirge, Siegerland and Sauerland and at the edge of the Alps.

- Available data at district and non-district municipality level enable drawing conclusions at medium to high confidence about threats to residential areas caused by flash floods. A limitation is that sinks where water can accumulate cannot be mapped and the condition of buildings cannot be taken into account.
EXAMPLE (Continued from page 28):
Operationalising climate impacts in the Vulnerability Network

Figure 5:
Maps for the “Potential damage to buildings caused by flash floods” indicator

Source: adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015a, p. 430
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A series of normative assumptions are for instance needed in order to monetarise climate impacts on natural areas and ecosystems, for example spread of invasive species.

### EXAMPLE: Comparative evaluation of climate impacts in the Vulnerability Network

Federal authorities and institutions participating in the Vulnerability Network have evaluated the significance of investigated climate impacts for Germany. The evaluation was carried out for the present and the near future in cases of weak and strong change. The network partners evaluated this significance on a scale ranging from “low” to “medium” to “high” in a structured survey. The network partners’ evaluation considered several criteria simultaneously: social, economic, ecological and cultural as well as the territorial significance of climate impacts. The scientific consortium evaluated the significance of all climate impacts for Germany in a first step to provide an orientation to the network partners. However, this evaluation by the consortium was not included in the final overall evaluation. The overall evaluation was made by calculating the average from the individual evaluations by the network partners.

Table 4: Template to evaluate the significance of climate impacts for Germany (action field “soil”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate impact</th>
<th>Significance of climate impact for Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil erosion by water and wind, landslide</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil water content, leachate</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production functions (site stability, soil fertility)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil biodiversity, microbial activity</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil organic matter, nitrogen and phosphorus budget, substance discharges</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015a, p. 60

 Template used by network partners to make their own evaluations
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Aggregation

Aggregating the results of individual climate impacts is a useful way to draw cross-sectoral and summary conclusions. However, such an aggregation is only possible if the units of the data sets are compatible or if the data are dimensionless, which can be achieved e. g. by normalisation as described in Section 3.2.2. In order to be able to aggregate or blend the data in a spatially differentiated way, they must as a rule have a similar resolution and be available for the entire area.

Even if these criteria are met, a summary of climate impacts can only represent a part of the overall possible climate impact. Aggregations always require simplified decisions, for example, as to what climate impacts are involved and how they are weighted. Thus, an aggregation is based on normative decisions and must be presented transparently. In practice, the question arises in particular in the case of more complex and cross-sectoral analyses as to what extent such aggregations are feasible and justifiable and how the necessary decisions are made. If these questions cannot be answered adequately, a qualitative, interpretative summary of the individual results should be preferred – since also deciding to weight all climate impacts equally would be arbitrary and would have to be justified normatively.

To ensure transparency of the results, an incremental aggregation from the small to the large should be preferred in every case. Each aggregation causes an information loss which must be recognisable and traceable for the target audience. Thus, the climate impacts for individual action fields should be first aggregated based on the impact chains before they are blended cross-sectorally.

If quantitative results about the strength of climate impacts are available which have the same spatial reference, averaging can be used to aggregate them. In this case, the results can be evaluated uniformly to weight the climate impacts. The Vulnerability Network assessment did not aggregate the (relative) strength values of the climate impact but rather their (dimensionless, non-area-specific) significance. This enabled the aggregation of climate impacts which had in various ways been quantitatively or qualitatively operationalised. The degree of threat was estimated for each action field (see Section 3.2.5). It is important in this procedure that the scaling level of the rating scale allows averaging.

Climate impact assessments end at this point and go over directly to Step 3 – Communicating results (see Section 3.3). The following steps (Section 3.2.4 and 3.2.5) are only relevant for vulnerability assessments.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS: Evaluating and aggregating climate impacts

1. It is recommended that the significance of individual climate impacts be quantitatively evaluated if appropriate thresholds are available or if climate impacts can be converted into common reference values. If this is not possible, a semi-quantitative or qualitative evaluation involving experts is recommended.

2. It is important to clearly distinguish between technical results and their normative evaluation. Aggregation should be performed gradually. Climate impacts should first be aggregated for single action before they are blended together.

3. Since the quantitative aggregation of single results is methodologically rather complex, it should instead be considered to qualitatively combine them or to aggregate the evaluations of the single climate impacts.
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#### Recommendations for carrying out

**EXAMPLE:**

**Evaluation of climate impacts for the action field “building industry”**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key climate stimuli:</th>
<th>Climate stimuli</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Confidence/assessment method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sea-level, temperature, heat, extreme events</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key sensitivities:</td>
<td>Situation and condition of buildings and infrastructures, population density and proportion of elderly people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action-field-specific adaptive capacity:</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate impact</th>
<th>Climate stimuli</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Confidence/assessment method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Damage to buildings and infrastructure from storm surges</td>
<td>Sea-level rise, storm surges</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Low / Expert surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Near future: Weak change</td>
<td>Near future: Strong change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distant future: + to ++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage to buildings and infrastructure from river flooding and flash floods</td>
<td>River flooding, flash floods</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Medium to high / Indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Near future: Weak change</td>
<td>Near future: Strong change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distant future: +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage to buildings and infrastructure from strong wind</td>
<td>Strong wind</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Low / Indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Near future: Weak change</td>
<td>Near future: Strong change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distant future: ++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban climate and air quality</td>
<td>Heat</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>High / Indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Near future: Weak change</td>
<td>Near future: Strong change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distant future: ++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor climate and cooling</td>
<td>Heat</td>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Low to medium / Indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Near future: Weak change</td>
<td>Near future: Strong change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distant future: ++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance of climate impact for Germany:
- low
- medium
- high
- not evaluated

For the distant future the analysis only considers the trends of climate stimuli until the end of the century:
- ++ strong change
- + change
- ~ uncertain

Source: adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015c, p. 37
3.2.4 Evaluating adaptive capacity

In addition to climate impacts, the adaptive capacity must also be evaluated in order to carry out a complete vulnerability assessment. For practical reasons, it is recommended to integrate the adaptive capacity as a status quo, i.e. its current condition, in the vulnerability assessment. Adaptive capacity thus represents the currently identifiable scope of options for adapting to the expected climate change by means of additional measures. It is therefore not necessary to develop specific scenarios or to consider ways in which adaptive capacity could potentially change in future.

Nevertheless, the evaluation of adaptive capacity is particularly challenging in a vulnerability assessment. On the one hand, it comprises technical and financial possibilities for adapting to climate change and reacting to extreme events, i.e. the presence of different resources such as infrastructure, know-how or income. On the other hand, a large number of other societal factors influence adaptive capacity – and these are sometimes difficult to measure. They interact with one another and include, for example, awareness that adaptation is necessary, social capital and governance structures. In order to take such factors into account, it is recommended to study three types of adaptive capacity separately: action-field-independent, action-field-specific and climate-impact-specific adaptive capacity. These three adaptive capacities enable different conclusions about the vulnerability of a region in general, of an action field or to a single climate impact, and thus offer differentiated estimations of the needs for action.

The action-field-independent, generic adaptive capacity of a region can generally be determined quantitatively using indicators on social, administrative and economic issues. This data should be spatially differentiated in order to compare the adaptive capacities of different subspaces. In addition, the adaptive capacities resulting from the cross-sectional topics “spatial planning” and “civil protection” identified in the German Adaptation Strategy can also be included and perhaps supplemented by “financial services industry” (insurance and lending). They play an important role in precaution and disaster recovery.

In order to determine the action-field- or climate-impact-specific adaptive capacity, the experts from responsible institutions and other experts for all relevant action fields and climate impacts should be surveyed. Adaptive capacity depends on many factors such as the tree species composition in the “forestry” action field, or company size in the “trade and industry” action field. A survey can identify these factors and estimate their significance. Therefore, the aim of the survey is to obtain as much specific information as possible from the surveyed stakeholders or experts on the adaptive capacity of the respective action field or on the adaptive capacity to a particular climate impact. In this respect, the aspects that differentiate the adaptation possibilities from those of other action fields or climate impacts are particularly significant. Due to lack of capacity, the Vulnerability Network only investigated the action-field-specific adaptive capacity through expert surveys (see example).

**EXAMPLE: Criteria of action-field-specific adaptive capacity in the Vulnerability Network**

- **Scope of potential adaptation possibilities:** Are there – from today’s view – sufficient measures (and instruments) available to adapt to climate change and to face weather extremes?
- **Existing resources to implement potential adaptation measures:** How good are the financial, institutional and technical equipment and the human resources of the action field? The analysis considered the potential available resources as described by the experts, but not the actual available economic and technical capacities and possibilities of the departments, certain institutions or individual stakeholders.
- **Promotors and barriers for implementing measures:** How high is the adaptation awareness? How much are the responsible stakeholders in the action field sensitised to the impacts of climate change and extreme weather events? How well can the action field or parts of it react with adaptive options to long-term climate changes (and short-term weather extremes)? Are the available adaptation measures sufficiently accepted by society?
- **Period of adaptation:** How much time is required to comprehensively change the system, or how much time does the system need to adapt? By which time should the most important measures be started if intensive climate changes are expected from the middle of the century?
3.2.5 Evaluating vulnerability

It is only possible and meaningful to quantitatively present the results on vulnerability if clearly defined and measurable parameters exist for both climate impacts and adaptive capacity. This is necessary, for example, to estimate the effect of adaptation measures on the vulnerability of systems, regardless of whether the measures are actually implemented or not.

However, it is difficult to combine the investigated climate impacts with the adaptive capacity to vulnerability in terms of methodology and content – especially if vulnerability is to be determined across action fields. One reason for this is the heterogeneous nature of the information (spatial, non-spatial, quantitative, qualitative). It is therefore recommended to estimate the vulnerability for individual action fields purely qualitatively using verbal descriptions or semi-quantitatively. Regarding the spatial dimension of the climate impact, the indicators can also help determine, at least by verbal descriptions, how the vulnerabilities of individual regions differ.

The following should be considered when interpreting the vulnerability results: if a system has a high adaptive capacity, it has relatively low vulnerability. However, this does not mean that there is no need for policy action and this circular reasoning should be avoided at all costs. After all, the ability to adapt does not mean that this ability is also being used nor that necessary measures are being implemented. Thus, even systems with low vulnerability can still require incentives to implement adaptation measures (see also Table 6). In this respect, the results of the separate assessment and evaluation of climate impacts and adaptive capacity are often more important than combining them into a single vulnerability value. In addition, it should be taken into account that the conclusions on the vulnerability of an action field is usually difficult to interpret since it strongly summarises evaluations and insights of different quality.

**KEY RECOMMENDATIONS: Adaptive capacity and vulnerability**

1. It is recommended to investigate the action-field-independent, action-field-specific and climate-impact-specific adaptive capacity separately.

2. Adaptive capacity should always be communicated separately from the results of climate impacts. This is because adaptive capacity can only reduce future climate impacts if it is also used to implement the necessary measures.

3. Vulnerability can be evaluated quantitatively using indicators if there are clearly defined and quantifiable parameters for climate impacts and adaptive capacity. If these parameters are not available, a qualitative or semi-quantitative evaluation based on expert estimations is required. Indicative conclusions on the spatial distribution of vulnerabilities are possible based on the spatial distribution of climate impacts.

4. It is recommended to make vulnerability declarations only for individual action fields and not to integrate them across various action fields. The aggregation steps needed are too complex and the underlying heterogeneous information limits comparability across the action fields.
### EXAMPLE: Vulnerability evaluation in the Vulnerability Network

Vulnerability was derived qualitatively for the near future from the degree of threat of the action fields and their action-field-specific adaptive capacity. The extent to which individual action fields are affected was estimated based on the significance of their climate impacts for Germany in the near future assuming a strong change:

\[
TAF = \frac{2 \times CI_h + 1 \times CI_m + 0 \times CI_l}{C_{\text{total}}}
\]

with

- \(TAF\) = Degree of threat of the action field
- \(CI_h\) = Number of operationalised climate impacts of the action field with a high significance in the case of a strong change
- \(CI_m\) = Number of operationalised climate impacts of the action field with a medium significance in the case of a strong change
- \(CI_l\) = Number of operationalised climate impacts of the action field with a low significance in the case of a strong change
- \(C_{\text{total}}\) = Total number of operationalised climate impacts of the action field

The individual climate impacts are thus aggregated based on their significance and not on their (relative) strength. In this case, the degree of threat of an action field can be between zero and two. These values were subsequently converted into a five-step scale and compared with the sectoral adaptive capacity in a crosstabulation (see Table 6). The result is the vulnerability of an action field.

### Table 6: Crosstabulation for determining the vulnerability of an action field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action-field-specific adaptive capacity</th>
<th>Degree of threat</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Low to medium</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Medium to high</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low to medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium to high</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low to medium</td>
<td>Low to medium</td>
<td>Low to medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium to high</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low to medium</td>
<td>Low to medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium to high</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low to medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium to high</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low to medium</td>
<td>Low to medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015a, p. 57
3.3 Working step 3: Communicating and using results

Firstly, it is important to clarify from the very beginning who will be the target group of the assessment and its results. The presentation of results should be oriented at this target group. Sufficient resources for communication measures must be calculated in terms of finances and time, particularly if the results, at least in part, should be communicated to the public. This requires a suitable, generally comprehensible language and representation. In addition – and this must also be calculated in advance – data records could be edited by science journalists in a way that they can be presented online for a broader public.

In order to convey climate parameters and socio-economic data, it is recommended to represent results for the reference period as absolute values and model results for the future as values of change. Tendencies can be detected more quickly this way. It should also be borne in mind that qualitative and quantitative results require presentation forms of their own. The calculated climate impacts should be communicated independently from their evaluation. Similarly, results on climate impacts, adaptive capacity and vulnerability should also be documented strictly separately.

The documentation should make it clear whether the conclusions made were primarily developed by the assessment team (“primary analysis”) or whether conclusions from other sources were chiefly combined (“secondary analysis”). The boundaries between these analyses are often fluid, but such an indication helps estimate the significance of the assessment compared to other assessments.

The technical documentation of the assessment in a final report should include not only the results, but also the methodology including all assumptions and normative decisions. This makes it easier to interpret the results and to compare them between assessments. Furthermore, uniform evaluation and formulation rules particularly contribute to greater transparency of the results. These should ideally be presented in a text box with a high recognition value in the summary of the assessment (see example). In addition, the summary should have key information regarding the methodology since important methodological information is frequently hidden in the flow text of the assessment, which itself is often several hundred pages long.

It is generally recommended to first present the concept and the assessment method and then each element of vulnerability separately. When conducting cross-sectoral climate impact or vulnerability assessments it is useful to document the climate impacts for each action field individually. The action-field-specific adaptive capacity and the action field vulnerability should follow directly so that they can be interpreted in connection with the climate impacts. Since climate impact and vulnerability assessments often involve many stakeholders and experts (see Section 3.1.1), sufficient time should be allocated for a review process of the final report and other communication formats.

EXAMPLE: Reflections on uniform guidelines for evaluating the results of climate impact and vulnerability assessments

The evaluation of the results should be based on pre-defined and, if possible, acknowledged guidelines, similar to the IPCC’s approach regarding conclusions on the likelihood of future events (Mastrandrea et al. 2010):

▸ Likelihood of occurrence: gradation of when the occurrence of estimated climate impacts is “certain”, “likely”, “very unlikely”, etc.

▸ Strength of change: gradation of when the change of a climate impact is considered “low”, “medium” or “strong”.

▸ Frequency: The wording “rare”, “frequent” or “very frequent” should be clearly defined and used accordingly and consistently, in particular when regarding the increased occurrence of events (e.g. extreme weather events).
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS:  
**Presenting and recording climate impact and vulnerability assessments**

1. Every climate impact and vulnerability assessment should declare its purpose and target audience because this determines many of the normative decisions made in the assessment and evaluation.

2. It should always be indicated which data, models and scenarios the assessment of climate impacts or vulnerability is based on. It is also particularly important to note the period for which the conclusions are made and the reference year to which the estimates of the changes apply.

3. It is recommended to name all participating experts from responsible institutions, survey partners and other experts.

4. There are various ways to graphically map the results of climate impact and vulnerability assessments. Map-based representations are recommended for spatial assessments. Climate impact maps can be interpreted more easily if the climate, spatial exposure and sensitivity parameters included in the assessment are also mapped. The spatial resolution of the data must be taken into account for map representations.

5. The way in which quality assurance was carried out should be made clear for each assessment, for example, whether and in what form a review process took place.

---

**Further information on the presentation, visualisation and communication of results can be found in the Leitlinien des Bund-Länder-Fachgesprächs “Interpretation regionaler Klimamodelldaten” (Linke et al. 2015, p. 16 et seqq., in German).**
4 Sources


Linke, C. et al. (2015): Leitlinien zur Interpretation regionaler Klimamodelldaten des Bund-Länder-Fachgesprächs “Interpretation regionaler Klimamodelldaten”, Hanover, October 2015 (in German)


5 Additional information and links

5.1 Vulnerability Network

Vulnerability Network (in German):
http://netzwerk-vulnerabilitaet.de

Vulnerability Network final report (in German):

Vulnerability Network final report (English summary):

Factsheets on Vulnerability Network indicators, incl. reference to data sources, see Annex of the Vulnerability Network result report (in German):

Vulnerability Network impact chains (in German):
see Vulnerability Network final report and

Vulnerability Network climate study catalogue (in German):
http://netzwerk-vulnerabilitaet.de/klimastudienkatalog (in future: updated version at www.anpassung.net)

5.2 Climate data

German Climate Atlas (in German):
www.dwd.de/klimaatlas

Euro-Cordex – Research project on regional climate projections: www.euro-cordex.net

ReKliEs – Research project on regional climate projections (in German):
http://reklies.hlnug.de

5.3 Socio-economic data

Available online at:


## 6 Annex

### 6.1 Annex 1: Changes in the IPCC vulnerability understanding

In its Fourth Assessment Report the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change defines vulnerability to climate change as the final result of an estimation process: “Vulnerability is the degree to which a system is susceptible to, and unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate change, including climate variability and extremes. Vulnerability is a function of the character, magnitude, and rate of climate change and variation to which a system is exposed, its sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity” (IPCC 2007a, p. 21, see Figure 6). Vulnerability is thus the end point that should be investigated in order to assess the hazard potential of (future) climate change while taking climate variability into account.

The terms were changed in the Fifth Assessment Report (IPCC 2014). The term “risk” was introduced as the final result: “Risk results from the interaction of vulnerability, exposure and hazard. In this report, the term risk is used primarily to refer to the risks of climate-change impacts” (IPCC 2014, p. 40). Vulnerability is defined here as an intermediate result that encompasses different concepts such as sensitivity, adaptation and coping capacity (see Figure 6): “Vulnerability is the propensity or predisposition to be adversely affected. Vulnerability encompasses a variety of concepts and elements including sensitivity or susceptibility to harm and lack of capacity to cope and adapt” (IPCC 2014, p. 39).

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition of vulnerability</th>
<th>Definition of risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Climate) exposure</td>
<td>Hazard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>(Spatial) exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive capacity</td>
<td>Vulnerability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability</td>
<td>Adaptive capacity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Vulnerability as per IPCC 2007 and risk as per IPCC 2014

Own source, German Environment Agency 2017, taking into account the definitions in IPCC 2007a, p. 6 and IPCC 2014, p. 37 et seqq., left graph according to adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015a, p. 28
The IPCC 2007 vulnerability concept has been intensively discussed because the definition of the terms are vague. The function of how the components are connected is not clarified, and thus the concept is difficult to implement in practice. The term “adaptive capacity” in particular is difficult to measure in its relation to sensitivity and its temporal allocation. This vulnerability concept has been further developed over the years and operationalised using indicators in research projects. In spite of all the weaknesses, there were also advantages:

1. The concept is forward-looking, i.e. it includes the system's changeability due to climate change but also considers future socio-economic or technical change. Depending on the strength of the change and the state of the system, the goal can be to maintain the status quo or to develop a resilient system.

2. The explicit naming of adaptive capacity enables explicitly naming (future) adaptation possibilities and measures. Adaptive capacity arises from the precautionary idea: “The whole of capabilities, resources and institutions of a country or region to implement effective adaptation measures” (IPCC 2007b, p. 76). This allows comparisons between different systems, also with regard to requirements for potential external support. However, adaptive capacity is difficult to determine technically and objectively because of many influencing factors, e.g. political will, and is therefore often based on a normative evaluation.

3. The distinction between sensitivity (susceptibility) and adaptive capacity makes it possible to distinguish (potential) climate impact and vulnerability. Vulnerability in this case is usually lower than climate impact because adaptive capacity – as opposed to sensitivity – is included in the calculation of vulnerability as a negative factor, i.e. a quantity that reduces climate impact. In addition, adaptive capacity is a hypothetical quantity since it is not certain whether it will actually be used in future to reduce vulnerability. For these reasons, the intermediate step climate impact is often the more robust and politically relevant quantity.

4. Transforming the current adaptive capacity into future adaptation measures would lead to a reduction of future sensitivity, and thus also of future potential climate impact. When applying the concept, however, adaptive capacity that still has to be operatively implemented is usually subtracted directly from the (future) potential climate impact to determine (future) vulnerability. This is a disruption of logic but helps to simplify the operationalisation.

5. Vulnerability is a relatively soft term which is so flexible that it can include both risks and opportunities arising from a slow change or extreme events. ‘Creeping climate change’ also has great impacts at the medium latitudes. Vulnerability is understood as a property of a system that can be influenced by measures. However, the term does not suggest that it can be exactly calculated using mathematical methods.

The IPCC 2014 term definitions also have advantages and disadvantages. These terms are also vague and difficult to operationalise. The term “risk” implies the predictability of a probability of occurrence of the underlying hazard, which is difficult to determine for uncertain future developments. It is advantageous that many stakeholders are familiar with the notion of risk and that it is closely linked to the options of risk management, i.e. to influence concrete risks by measures and behavioural changes. In addition to adaptive capacity, coping capacity is also important in the risk approach. Coping capacity comprises the ability of a system to react to existing dangers and to restore the initial state by short-term measures before, during and after an acute event. The new definition for exposure provides another advantage: “The presence of people, livelihoods, species or ecosystems, environmental functions, services, and resources, infrastructure, or economic, social, or cultural assets in places and settings that could be adversely affected.” (IPCC 2014, p. 39). Thus, spatial exposure or the structure of the object or area of investigation is emphasised as an important influencing factor. This factor was included in sensitivity within IPCC 2007. In addition, the concept has the advantage that all its components have a clear time reference as it refrained from an explicit specification of adaptive capacity. Different risks can thus be identified for the future: a risk without and a risk with consideration of additional adaptation measures.
In order to benefit from the advantages of both approaches, a combination of both approaches is proposed for conducting risk/vulnerability assessments, which is based on the IPCC 2007 concept and is compatible with the IPCC 2014 concept (see Figure 7)\(^{15}\).

1. **Climate stimuli** include type, extent and speed of climate change and variation, the related physical events or trends. Climate stimuli denote (climate) exposure (IPCC 2007) or hazard (IPCC 2014), e. g. medium precipitation, number of days with heavy rain or extent of heavy rain. Hazard appears to be an unsuitable term since it has too strong a focus on negative effects.

2. As in IPCC 2007, distinction is made between sensitivity and adaptive capacity. **Sensitivity** refers to the susceptibility of a system to climate stimuli due to the socio-economic and biophysical properties of the affected system. It can change over time due to socio-economic and other developments, for example as a result of demographic change, the degree of soil sealing or the state of the sewer system in a city. It also includes adaptation measures already implemented by the present time, e. g. the availability of water pumps in underground garages or the existence of risk management plans. Instead of sensitivity, one can use the term susceptibility as in IPCC 2014. The term vulnerability, as in IPCC 2014, should not be used at this point since in the field of climate adaptation it is understood in Germany as a final result as defined by IPCC 2007.

3. **Spatial exposure**, i.e. the presence of systems potentially affected by climate stimuli in an area of investigation, should be explicitly investigated as in the IPCC 2014 concept, for example by looking at the number of wastewater treatment plants in flood-prone regions of a city. It changes in time, for example by changes in land use.

4. A (potential) **climate impact** results from climate stimuli, spatial exposure and sensitivity of the affected system. This can for example be a (potential) impact of heavy rain events on wastewater treatment plants in cities. According to IPCC 2014, climate impact is a risk without (additional) adaptation.

5. **Adaptive capacity** includes the scope of options for future additional adaptation measures (in terms of precaution) that go beyond the projected development of sensitivity, e. g. installation of thresholds in front of underground garages, installation of pumps in cellars. These adaptation measures can both reduce sensitivity and improve spatial exposure. Adaptive capacity can be estimated for the future only.

---

\(^{15}\) This figure and the corresponding explanations correspond to the current state of discussions in Germany. They may change in future as a result of further establishing and differentiating the IPCC 2014 concept.
6. **Coping capacity** comprises the possibilities of a system to adjust to an extreme event in the short term or to recover after an extreme event (in terms of after-care or reactivity): for example, availability of drying devices at fire brigades. Since it is mostly taken into account when determining sensitivity but can also be added to adaptive capacity or investigated individually, it is not explicitly included in this concept.

7. The final result of the assessment stems from the (potential) climate impact and adaptive capacity. In the operationalisation adaptive capacity can be considered directly as an independent quantity or indirectly in the estimation of sensitivity and spatial exposure, thus in the (potential) climate impact. The final result can be called **vulnerability** (as in IPCC 2007) or risk with additional adaptation (as in IPCC 2014). It can be estimated for the future only.

### 6.2 Annex 2: Exemplary explanation of cause-effect interlinkages in an impact chain

Section 3.2.1 deals with the development of impact chains. For this purpose, the section shows a graph as an example of an impact chain for the action field “building industry” from the Vulnerability Network’s work (see Figure 4, page 23). A detailed description of the impact chain of the action field “building industry” is given in the Vulnerability Assessment of Germany (see adelphi/PRC/EURAC 2015a, p. 417 et seqq., in German). Based on this impact chain, this section explains in detail the examples of individual cause-effect interlinkages between the climate stimuli of different extreme weather events and the resulting potential biophysical and socio-economic impacts. They affect in part single action fields or create interrelationships between different action fields.

The impact chains of the Vulnerability Network are divided into three parts (from left to right, as shown in Figure 4): first, climate stimuli that are most important for the action field are shown; second, direct climate impacts to be equated with general biophysical effects; and finally, indirect climate impacts, usually equated with socio-economic impacts on the action field. The indirect climate impacts which were operationalised in the Vulnerability Network are highlighted in lilac colour in the figure. Climate impacts that were not investigated are shown in grey. Based on the monitoring report (see UBA 2015), topic fields (highlighted in black at the right side in the figure) are assigned to the respective (sectoral) climate impacts.

Extreme events important for the building industry include the climate stimuli heavy rain, storm and hail. Heavy rain events can cause river flooding or flash floods as direct climate impacts. As a result, there is an interrelationship to the action field “water regime, water management” in which these climate impacts are operationalised and evaluated. In the building industry heavy rain events can also cause mass movements such as landslides depending on the ground. These biophysical effects can lead to damage to buildings and infrastructures. Similarly, storms and hail can cause direct damage to buildings and infrastructures.

These climate impacts can be classified under the topic “damage to buildings, structures and associated infrastructure”. This is one of four topics in the action field “building industry”. All of the climate impacts within this topic have interrelationships to other action fields such as “transport”, “trade and industry”, “human health”, “civil protection”, “tourism industry” and “financial services industry”.

---
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